
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE HISTORY OF SUPREME COURT A COURT OF

JUDICIAL RESTRAINT AND ACTIVISM

Judicial activism refers to judicial rulings that are suspected of being based on personal opinion, rather than on existing
law. It is sometimes used as an antonym of judicial restraint. that they don't like." Supreme Court Justice Anthony
Kennedy has said that, "An activist court is a court that makes a decision you don' t like.".

Union of India, where the issue was whether directions should be issued to the Municipal Corporation
regarding how to make Delhi clean, the Court held that it was not for the Supreme Court to direct them as to
how to carry out their most basic functions and resolve their difficulties, and that the Court could only direct
the authorities to carry out their duties in accordance with what has been assigned to them by law. The
question of judicial activism is closely related to constitutional interpretation, statutory construction and
separation of powers. Ferguson in which the Court had reasoned that facilities could be segregated as long as
they were equal. The Constitution of India did not provide for the judiciary to be a super legislature or a
substitute for the failure of the other two organs. Judicial activism and judicial restraint have different goals.
Judicial restraint helps in preserving a balance among the three branches of government, judiciary, executive,
and legislative. What is the significance of judicial activism in the United States? A judge might have ignored
precedent, struck down a law introduced by Congress , departed from the model another judge used for a
finding in a similar case, or written a judgment with ulterior motives to achieve a certain social goal. This
implies a tension between granting flexibility to enable the dispensing of justice and placing bounds on that
flexibility to hold judges to ruling from legal grounds rather than extralegal ones. The fact that judicial
activism does not have a single definition makes it difficult to point to certain cases that demonstrate a judge
ruling as a judicial activist. According to law professor Brian Z. Judicial Activism vs. Judicial activism
presents the danger of government by judiciary, which is contrary to the ideal of self-governance. It is
sometimes used as an antonym of judicial restraint. Scott based his claim to freedom on the fact that he had
spent 10 years in a non-slave state, Illinois. Examples of cases where the Supreme Court favored judicial
restraint include Plessy v. Judicial restraint is the refusal to strike down such acts, leaving the issue to ordinary
politics. State of Tamil Nadu. In the presidential election , Democratic candidate Al Gore contested the results
of more than 9, ballots in Florida that did not mark either Gore or Republican candidate George W. Scott v.
Judicial activism and judicial restraint are generally considered opposites. It is not pejorative , and studies
suggest that it does not have a consistent political valence. May Learn how and when to remove this template
message Detractors of judicial activism charge that it usurps the power of the elected branches of government
or appointed agencies, damaging the rule of law and democracy. Justice Roger Taney delivered the opinion on
behalf of the court. Both liberal and conservative judges may be activist in this sense, though conservative
judges have been more likely to invalidate federal laws and liberals more likely to strike down those of the
states. In Bush v. Instead, each side accuses the other of activism while denying that they themselves engage
in it. In a subsequent decision, Bhagwan Dass Vs. Board of Education, Gideon v. Dred Scott stands as a
prominent example of procedural activism because Taney answered the principal question and then ruled on
separate, tangential matters to further his own agenda of keeping slavery as an institution in the United States.
You may improve this article , discuss the issue on the talk page , or create a new article , as appropriate. To
hold otherwise would be to introduce the due process clause in Article 21 which had been deliberately omitted
when the Indian Constitution was being framed. Why is the term judicial activism pejorative when used in
political rhetoric? Although debates over the proper role of the judiciary date to the founding of the American
republic, the phrase judicial activism appears to have been coined by the American historian Arthur M. It
means something more than just physical survival. May Learn how and when to remove this template message
A survey of judicial review in practice during the last three decades shows that 'Judicial Activism' has
characterised the decisions of the Supreme Court at different times.


